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Background
The Verbal-Paired-Associate task has been used as a single-visit 
assessment of memory in older adults for many years. In its 
standard form it is a set of eight word-pairings, delivered and tested 
verbally in clinic by a trained rater. Cambridge Cognition has 
developed an automated version of the task that is delivered using 
Text to Speech (TTS) and scored using Automated Speech 
Recognition (ASR), with the aim of releasing a system that can
deliver repeat assessments, remotely and at scale.

Our automated VPA assessment is intended to be used for testing 
the population of older adults who may be suffering from memory 
problems. Desirable characteristics in our task are that performance
is stable across repeated tests, that the user finds it accessible and
enjoyable to use, and that the range of performance has useful
diagnostic properties.

We therefore present results from two VPA-based studies in older 
adults where we aimed to address these issues: first, a pilot study 
that we used for stimulus-selection, and secondly a longitudinal 
study in which we administered five iterations of the task, one per 
day, which we followed with a questionnaire.

Pilot Study Method
• To establish a good range of difficulty for task stimuli, we ran an 

online cross-sectional study on the Prolific platform in 188 
adults aged 18-76 (M = 39, SD=17). Participants were paid £3 for 
~24 min participation.

• Participants performed two variations of the NeuroVocalix VPA 
task, attempting to learn 2 different sets of 8 word-pairs (see 
Task Structure section).

• Task performance was scored using both ASR and human review 
processes, and we examined word-pair memorability 
characteristics.

• We selected 5 sets of 8 word-pairs with each set comprising
pairs from across a range of difficulty, to be used over the 5-day 
longitudinal study.

Accessibility and usability
It is important that the task is easily 
accessible with a minimum of 
technical know-how, and is easily 
understood and carried out once the 
test participant is ready. We expect 
good user experience (UX) to be an 
important predictor of compliance. As 
seen in the figure below, compliance 
was in line with other crowd-sourced 
studies.

Performance range
The existing Wechsler Memory Battery version of VPA has been shown to suffer 
from ceiling effects that can limit inference (see e.g. Uttl, Graf, & Richter, 2002). 
However, making the task too challenging would likely lead to floor effects, as well 
as being discouraging for participants. Thus, it is important that performance in our 
version of the task should sit between these extremes. As seen in Figure 2 the range 
of performance each day was not only consistent but covered a good range, with 
very few participants ever reaching criterion at the second attempt.

Performance stability
As is clearly shown in Figure 2, overall task
performance was stable. We are extending 
the use of VPA so that it can be used in 
longitudinal studies as a repeated 
measure, thus this stability is an important 
consideration.
As can be seen in Figure 3 below, within-
participant consistency, shown by test-
retest reliability was low from first to 
second visit, but improved considerably in 
the remaining sessions of the study. This 
suggests it will be useful to include a full-
length tutorial session during 
familiarisation.
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All
correct?

Max 3 rounds total

Text-to-Speech
module

“Here are a set of word 
pairs, please listen 

carefully and try to learn 
them:

Baby, Cries
Obey, Inch

Rose, Flower
School, Grocery

Metal, Iron
Crush, Dark
Fruit, Apple

Cabbage, Pen”

Text-to-Speech
module with ASR

“Ok, what word went 
with…

Crush?...
and, School?...

Fruit?...
Baby?...
Metal?...

and Cabbage?...
and Obey?...

…Rose?”

(scramble presentation order)

Task Structure

Easier Harder

Selected Range of Word Pairs

Pilot Study

Standard Task structure

i. Participants instructed to listen carefully and to try 
to memorise word-pairs

ii. Text-to-Speech (TTS) engine delivers word-pairs 
using laptop, tablet, or smartphone audio

iii. TTS then gives prompts to cue recall (e.g. ‘What 
word went with River’… ‘…and what word went 
with Picture’) until all 8 pairs have been tested.

iv. Task terminates when participants have had three 
study-test ‘attempts’, or when all pairings have 
been successfully recalled.

5 x difficulty-matched sets 
of eight  word-pairs

Key Issues

Conclusions
This first small longitudinal study using the NeuroVocalix platform suggests 
that the technology and task are well-tolerated by an age-representative 
sample. The change in test-retest reliability between visits 1&2 and visits 
2&3 indicate a full-length tutorial session during screening will be an 
important feature, and we have now implemented this measure.

• We recruited 42 healthy participants aged 55-85 on the Prolific platform
• Each day, participants logged in and completed up to 3 attempts at learning the new 

set of word-pairs, and after a short distractor task entered a ‘Delayed Recall’ phase

Five-Day Longitudinal Study Method and Results

Figure 2: Top row boxplot shows Total Errors across all attempts in each of 5 days (max possible errors = 30).
Bottom row shows these results broken down into attempts 1-3 and 4th ‘Delayed Recall’ errors

Figure 1: Histogram shows distribution of word-pair memorability, used in selection of a broad 
difficulty-range of word-pairs to be used in the longitudinal study.

Figure 3: Test-retest reliability improved from visit 2 onward, 
suggesting some initial variability in participants’ learning of 
the task that then became more stable.

Figure 4: Acceptable levels of compliance, commensurate with 
other online studies.
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